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A b s t r a c t

Relation between the antiquark distributions in pion

and nucleon, based on the JC -exchange hypothesis, is deri-

ved. The q-dietributions in proton are calculated with the

data on the valence antiquark distribution in pion as in-

put. Results of the calculation agree ifith the experimental

data* (Che role of the peripheral mechanism in formulation

of the initial conditions for the chromodynamical evolution

equations is discussed.
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I. Introduction

Hard processes are widely used for the investigation of

the internal structure of hadrons. These processes are desc-

ribed In terms of short distance interactions and allow one

to obtain an information on distributions of the point-like

constituents (partons) in hadrons* It is assumed usually

that each hadron is characterized by the distribution func-

tions of different partons (quarks, antiquaries, gluons). Ge-

nerally speaking, these distributions depend on the resolu-

tion of the measurement of hadronic structure,, i.e. on the

value of the square of the 4-momenfcum Q- for the given hard

process.

In the framework of the QCD-perturbation theory it is

possible to find the relation between these distributions

for different Q. ̂ *"fc (where t"
c
 is the

confinement radius). ?or calculation of the distributions

it is however necessary to make a hypothesis on the form of

fixed

~Г

the distributions at some fixed value Q^ . 3?his is pos-

sible usually only for QQ -~Г
С
 (for example, in the

valence quarks model), i.e. in the region where the pertur-

bation theory is inapplicable.

Distributions of partons in aadrons are usually obtai-

ned from the data On some hard process, for exaaple, deep

inelastic scattering of lepfcone, and then they are used in

calculations of other hard processes.

Ihe aim of this woric is to find, a relation between an-

tiquark ( "q. ) distributions in pica and nucleon.



It has been shown in papers 1*1 that it is possible

to relate cross sections of hard processes in Ш and JfN in-

teractions, aeing the JT -exchange model. This has Ъееп de-

monstrated for massive lepton pair production processes I i,

J/y -meson production I J and for production of hadrons

with large transverse momenta 1*1 •

The success of this description interpreted in terms of

the quarlc-gluon approach means that a significant portion

of antiquark in nucleon with relatively small fraction of

total momentum ( X? < O.J) are due to the dissociation

of this nucleon to a nucleon (or Д -isobar) and 1Г-meson,

which is a source of "q (see fig. 1).

It should be noted that the Ж -meson exchange in this

model is understood in some generalized sense, because the

square of the invariant momentum transfer |"t| can be

rather large ( fXJ ^ 1-2 GeV
2
). For small values of J"tf

the ЗГ -exchange is dominant, while for larger values of jtj

other exchanges ( §
 f
 fiJ

 }
 ••• ), multipionic exchan-

ges, absorbtion corrections, etc. can be important. Some of

these effects are taken into account by the introduction of

form factors (determined from experiment) into JT -exchan-

ge amplitude. Thus we will speak of the "effective" JT -

-exchange, having in mind the virtual hadronic system,which

- for small values of JtJ is well approximated by the pl-

on exchange. It is important that the ЗГ -exchange allows

one to determine the absolute normalization of cross sec -

tions at small values of |t| and normalization at

\u\ ~» 0.5 - 1 GeV is fitted with the parameters descri-

bing the off-shell dependence of amplitudes.

It is possible to relate the cross section of hard



processes for proton and pion beams using the model of "ef-

fective" JT -exchange (see fig. 2 for deep inelastic lep-

toproduction and fig* 3 for Drell-Tan process)* On the other

hand these cross sections can Ъз described in terms of the

quark-parton model* Shis leads to the relation between the

antiquark distributions in nucleon and pion.

It is shown in Sections 2 and 5 that analysis of deep

Inelastic process and Drell-Tan process leads to the sane

relation between the structure functions of nucleon and pi-

on. in spite of the kinematical distinctions of these pro-

cesses. The probabilistic interpretation of the % -exchan-

ge mechanism is discussed. In Section 4 the results of nume-

rical calculations of "q -distribution in proton are given.

The; agree with the experimental data* Role of the periphe-

ral mechanism in formulation of the initial conditions for

the Q0D evolution equation is discussed at the end of the

paper.

2* Deep inelastic scattering

Consider the procese of deep inelastic leptoproductlon

on nucleon CN -> ' Л •
 W e
 are interested in the pro-

cese of scattering on antiquark of nucleon, i.e. in the fol-

lowing combinations of structure functions



The assumption that these processes are described by the "J~-

-exchange diagrams of fig. 2 leads to the following relation

between the structure functions of nucleon and X -meson

(2)

where K. and P are the momenta of nucleon and

virtual pion; P E
B
 are the momentum and energy of

particle ( J - N . i j *t - is the square of the virtual pion

mass , &e C ^
 a r e t n e

 J^Nft vertices which are writ-

ten down in Appendix. The functions ЦцП-) include the

propagator of IT -meson and the dependence of vertices

and Wj,»/ on the square of the virtual pion mass (in

the following we will describe then as fora factors). For

numerical calculations we use the same form of these functLoos

as in ref.
 L J

 , where production of massive lepton pairs

has been described. The corresponding formulae are given in

Appendix.

W I/.ЗГ
M v f

 are determined by the

standard expressions

=-ft
r
-

where



Рог the process of deep inelastic scattering on JT -

-meson the formula has the same structure with a substitu -

tionof V and X by 7 = 2 $ ^ and X я O^/ifr .

It is convenient to use as integration variables the

Peynman variable of X -meson XJJ- = fan /jftj» defined in tbe

cm» system of produced hadrons and the square of the mo-

mentum transfer t , The following approximate ( S"i*>f»l̂  )

kinematical relations for these variables take place

where S and S are the squared masses of systems,

produced in l/JT and \lN -collisions, correspon -

dingly . TTp is the square of the minimal momentum tran-

sfer for production of particle /?— A/. A with the mo-

mentum Pft.li
 =
 Рм (f~ Xjp) • Phase space volume can be

written in terms of these variables as follows

Introducing the function

(6)



and isolating the tensor structures in the right-hand and

left-hand parts of eq. (2) we obtain the following relation

where \* v*
l
J denotes any of the structure functions

8
Eq. (7) and equalities (1a,b) lead to the relation between

the antiquark distributions in nucleon and Ж -meson

w

where *| (%) are the distribution functions of tt. and

Ж quarks in nucleon and pion correspondingly.

3» Drell—Yan process

Consider now the processes of lepton pair production in

UN. and jrN collisions. Analysis of these reactions also

allows one tq obtain an information on the q and *q - dis-

tributions in nucleon and pion L i .

For ДО-collisions an antiquark with momentum fraction

X< and a quark with momentum fraction X^. (or with

interchange of momenta X, *i X^ ) annihilate and produ-

ce a leptonic pair with mass M and rapidity it. . The-

se variables are connected to X, Y^. by the kinemati-

cal relations



where

She cross section has the form

( iL is the charge of the ;f-ty pe quark)»

Рог Xl4 collisions the ваше formulae are valid with

the only difference, that the main contribution to the crcas

section (for not too small X« ?5 0.05) comes from an an-

nihilation of an antiquark of ЗГ -meson with a valence ^uark

of nucleon and contribution of the process Q +Q —»jf can

be neglected

For HN collisions we are interested in the region of

such values of T a M /S , where an annihilation of a sea

antiquark with a valence quark of nucleon is important* In

terms of the JT -exchange mechanism this process is

described by two diagrams of fig. 2. She contribution of

these diagrams can be written in the form

where S is the colliding nucleons c.a.energy squared}

Pff is the momentum of the incident aucleonj fa £«

are the momentum and energy of partJcle RssM Д in



this frame) £ is the square of invariant mass of

-system.

functions $й.1̂ 1 and Р^Сн have the same mea-

ning as in Section 2 (see eqs. (A.1), (Д.З) of Appendix)*

Let us introduce the same variables ^y~ Pxn /PAJ
 a n d

t as in Section 2, taking into account that for the pro-

cess considered eq. (4-) has the form

and eq. (5) is unchanged.

Rapidities 4. and 4. in eq. (1?) are defined in the

overall cm. reference frame and in the rest frame of ЖН

-system, correspondingly. Einematically allowed regions of

Ц and 4. are determined by the conditions -iio^il ̂

[ ? •
whete

(14)

The left boundaries of these distributions coincide (see

fig. 4) thus we have

-$1=3+*&.</*» .

The ш-упЧшят value of л j in the integral

can be determined by the substitution 4 = 4
e
 into eq.

(16). ThiB gives



As a result relation (13) takes the form

where S and % are defined by eq. (4a) and (16) and

function 'WjpjyCXjr) is defined by eq. (6) in Section 2.

Substituting equality .18) into eqs. (11), (12 ), which

express the cross sections in terms of quark distributions

and taking into account kinematical relations

, = X
1
/X

3 r
 (19)

we obtain the relation between the distributions

and 4 (X') , ̂ hich coincides with eq. (8).

4. Probabilitistic interpretation

The diagrams of Figs. 2 and J were calculated in diffe-

rent kinematics. Рог example in deep inelastic process the

upper limit for a variable рд. is equal to {b/2- ,

while for Drell-Yan process it equals (S-M
2
^/^^* and

the lower limit of integration depends on pair rapidity

Jd. etc. However it is easy *;o see that only the common

part of both diagrams, shovm in fig. 1, is relevant for de-

rivation of the relation between autiquarhsdistributions.



It is important that for this diagram the antiquark is on

the mass «hell (for parton model) or close to itfp.<3^C]

for QOD case.

Let us note that though we have used the S-matrix appro-

ach and have integrated over the squared mass of the virtual

pion, the final structure of eq. (18) allows the probabili-

stic interpretation» analogous to the one of the parton mo-

del and characteristic for the noncovariant perturbation

theory formalism*

from this point of view a probability 4 60a X to

find an antiquark with the momentum fraction in the region

between X and X+dx in a nucleon is determined by

the integral of the product of the probability Щг/^О^ж)»^

of nucleon dissociation into a pioii with the momentum frac-

tion in the interval Yy and Х^ + йХд- and a system

H and the probability q
T
(*/Kir\ dX/Хт *°

 f i n d
 an an-

tiquark with the momentum fraction in the interval

and СХ+аХ)/Х"зг in a Ж -meson, i.e.

• . 4

Shis formula can be rewritten in the form

X

and can be interpreted as the fact that the part of a nuc-

leon momentum in the interval C^j X+aX) carried by an

antiqaark is equal to the integral of a product of the pion

momentum fraction in an interval ( Xy Xjp
 +
Л %х/

 an
^

the fraction of an antiquark momentum in pion in the inter-

10



val

So the value ™jr/N С%1П
 с а п

 *>* interpreted шл the

JT-meson density in a nucleon when it dissociates to A

у-meson and a system R . The integral of this function

i

characterises the mean number of "effective" plans in nuc-

t

A

leon ' and the quantity

corresponds to the mean fraction of the nucleon momentum

carried by a T -meson.

Integration of formula (21) leads to the following rela-

tion

where Xfa*!*№<!* and

are the momentum fractions carried by antiquaries in proton

and T -meson correspondingly.

An account of charge of the emitted jT -meson is equi-

valent to the introduction of several functions

' It is worth to emphasize that we consider now only the
ЭГ -mesons which take part in the first stage of mul-

tiperipheral fluctuation. The total number of mesons
produced in the development of the multiperipheral chain
grows as a logarithm of energy*

11



; «=+,-,

and the corresponding antiquark distribution functions

connection between the antiguark distribution In pro-

ton «Bd plan is determined by lg. (8) where

oaa be expressed In Ъегтв of the probabilities \f

and ^рнк^-д+*С^ЗП в"
1
 *»

в
 isotopio coefficients

Shis formula takes into account the nucleon dissociation in-

fto the- 3pN and JfA systems only. Generally spea-

king» i« ie necessary to take into account; a possible pro-

duction of a system R with larger masses ( JTAi , KA)

etc.). It follows from 8q. (5) that the value of T ^ ^ K j ^

grows when the mass M g increases, so the contribu-

tion of larger masses ( Iti- 55 .2 GeT
2
) in formula (6)

is concentrated in the region of email Xjf and therefo-

re influences the ~Q С Ю distribution only in the re-

gion of very small X . Xhe numerical estimates of the

large mass contribution Itf* ' (%ii) are given in

Section 4.

4-. Numerical results

In. this Section we give the numerical estimates for

the sntio.uark distributions in nucleon, calculated with

12



ves

1« ' '£

the иве of fora factors from ref. t* J • formulae for the fora

factor* fcr.. ft) and b* £fc) «fed *b» valuee of para-
' meters are gives in Appendix.

«he distributions W^fa^itf^Stx) яви

» 2 ^ ^ _ -
А
+ Д п г ) are shown in fig» 5* Toll curves are

calculated with fora factors (A.3)» (A.4) and dashed ourves

corresponds to fore factors-(A*?)» (A.5). The curve

correspond 1» the contribution of large masses < H i
&
> 2

calculated with «he fora factor of ref.
 1 0

 , «here the tri-

ple-pomeron region of inclusive r ucleon spectra has been Jo-

scribed.

She quantities H
a
 and Л ^ for S > F, Д and

mj > 2 Gev2 and H^aJgft» ; Х^^ИцХа/Я^

which follows fron these distributions are given in Table I.

It Is easy to see that in the framework of the X - m e -

son exchange, model the inelastio cross sectior of Ж inte-

raction is connected asymptotically to the total

cross seotion by the relation

bit

tot
^
 Л Л в П й

 ^JTN ~
 2
* "*

 t h i S

tyH JTN

gives &uif '— 5
2 B b w b i c n i s i n

 e
11
 agreement with the

experimental value.

At present an information on the X -meson structure

function follows mainly from the data on the muon pairs

production in ЖЫ -collisions IP
1
 л . The experimental

data of Refe. L^i and L
6
i differ in normalization, in par-

ticular the quark distribution in pion were extracted from

«he data of Ref. L
6
J by the DrPll-Xaa lormula with the use



of normalization factor E & 2,?. The factor of the sane

magnitude is needed in order to describe by the Drell-Tan

formula the data of Ref« I J for proton beam.

The data on JT-meson structure function of ref. L^l

and the results of ref* 1 1 obtained with tbte normalization

factor K & 2 | 3 do not contradict each other and are shown

is Pig. 6. We hare used the following parametrization of

this function

(28)

«here the first term corresponds to the valence quark dist-

ribution in pion and the second one - to the sea contribu-

tion. The distribution (28) gives for the mean fraction of

momentum carried by quarks the value Лои~ }w/2s19X» i«e*

gluona carry about 60% of the total momentum. The curve in

Tig* 6 corresponds to the parameterization given by Eq.(28).

The antiquark distribution in nucleon ХЦ (л) cal-

culated using Sqs. (8), (А.З), (А.4-), (28) is shown in Fig.

7. To illustrate the uncertainty of the theoretical calcu-

lation due to parametrization of form factors we give pre-

dictions for two extreme sets of parameters (shaded area

in fig. 7) both of which lead to a reasonable description

of the experimental data on Drell-Yan process and inclusi-

ve IT and Д -production in the framework of the 7Г-ex-

change model.

The large mass contribution is shown by the dashed

curve. It is important at very small X & 0.0$.

The antiquark distribution in nucleon obtained from

the experimental data *• * on the deep inelastic neutrino

14



scattering is shown in the same figure.

(Che theoretical calculations agreee with the experimen-

tal data. 2?hey give for the mean fraction of energy carried

by antiquaries in nucleon the value jfai ~ ?~
8
'**

 TJtie e x
~

perimental value of.this quantity given by the data of diffe-

rent groups in different energy regions is about 3-8% (see

ref. M ).

5. Conclusions

In this work we have vestigated the first stage of

•ultiperipheral fluctuation - a single emission of "effecti-

ve
11
 ЭС -meson. In principle, in this approach the whole pe-

ripheral structure of the fast hadron (of Amati-Fubini-Stan-

ghellini multiperipheral ladder-type) can be calculated* TMe

distribution, formed at large distances, can be used as the

basis (initial condition) for QCD calculations at short dis-

tances because hard processes allow one to investigate the.

short distances hadronic structure* Thus this approach gives

the possibility to obtain initial conditions for the evolu-

tion equations of quarfc-gluon distributions in QOD L°J .

Authors are deeply indepted to L.N.Bogdanova, L.L.Fran-

kfurt, M.I.Strikman, К.А.Тег-Marfcirosyan and A.V.Iurbiner

for useful discussions.



Appendix

Here we give expressions for the functions

?=NjA .Functions J*ffc^ after ta-

king spin average have the form

Here w

6-
ft
(t) ̂

si
«here

(A.2)

• Functions Ь-fiiP) $ which include the Jf -meson

propagator and the dependence of JTNK. -vortices and

X N -cross sections on the square of the vitrual pion mass,

have the following form

x • .3)

16



The values of parameters form ref. L' A , used In our calcu-

lations are listed below

(А.4а)

<A.4b)

We also use another set of pax meters

Let us note that both sets of parameters (A.4) and

(A*?) lead to the quantitative description (within experi-

mental errors) of Drell-Xan process and processes of inclu-

sive IT and A -production, described by the cMagrams,whicb

differ from the diagram of fig» 5 by the substitution of

the cross section of the reaction jfN-v ££-Л by the

total cross section of ЗГп -interaction*



л.

X

Tiupientr^

I

I I

I

И

N

0.58

0Л7

0.25

0.19

A

0.53

0.57

0.18

0.20

L.M. v

0.27

0.26

0.015

0.017

Total

1.38

1.31

0.18

0.21

figi 1. «be dlegMM illuetratlng the connection between

the «ntiquark distributions is nucleon and pion

in the framework of ЭГ-exchange model
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Pig» 2. The diagram of Ж -meson exchange, which relates

the deep inelastic scattering of leptons on pion

and nucleon

N
(a)

R

С

Pig. 3. Ihe diagram of % -meson exchange, which relates

the processes of massive pair production in Ш

and JtN collisions



-*"+•• JL-

Fig» 4« Relation between the kinematical boundaries in

the rapidity variables 4 and 4 .



О 0.2 0.4 0.6 ud 1.

Fig. 5. Tne distributions
fi.M.)
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X
Jig. 6. Structure function of q( "q ) in X -meson from

ret, C
5
'

6
3 .
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• CDHS
д ВЕВС
о HPWF

ttf 0.2 0.3 0A 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

X
7. Comparison between the experimental d

a
ta i.

8
i and

the theoretical calculations for the "q distri-

butions in nucleoa*
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